We investigate the thermodynamic phase behaviour of rotating and slowly accelerating AdS black holes. While we find some similarities with the non-rotating charged counterparts, such as the peculiar phenomena of 'snapping swallow tails' we also find subtle but significant distinctions that can be attributed to a qualitatively modified parameter space of the solution. Consequently the zeroth order phase transition now occurs over a range of pressures, mini-entropic black holes no longer exist in the regime of slow acceleration, and the 'no black hole region' emerges continuouslyfrom a zero temperature extremal black hole. The formerly equal transition pressure now experiences a fine splitting, as the emergence of a no black hole region and the zeroth-order phase transition appear at different pressures, different also from the termination pressure of the first order phase transition. This has the further effect of admitting reentrant phase transitions that can be achieved in two ways, either by varying the temperature at fixed pressure or varying the pressure at fixed temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamics of black holes in AdS spacetimes can be studied in extended phase space [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] by treating the cosmological constant as thermodynamic pressure P . Together with its conjugate variable, the thermodynamic volume V , the effect of this is to add a P − V term to the first law of black hole thermodynamics. The addition of this term calls for a comparison of the thermodynamic behaviour of black holes to those of traditionally studied thermodynamic systems, such as regarding the efficiency of the corresponding heat engine [6] and whether or not phase transitions are present. Of particular relevance are the first order phase transitions exhibited by charged AdS black holes in the canonical (fixed charged) ensemble. These are completely analogous to the familiar liquid-gas transitions observed in Van der Waals' gases [7] , both being accompanied by the signature swallowtaillike curve in the free energy vs. temperature (F − T ) graph [7, 8] . There are now many examples of different families of black holes exhibiting a broad range of thermodynamic behaviour, so much so that the subject has come to be called Black Hole Chemistry [5] .
Within this range of families, it is only recently that attention has turned toward accelerating black holes. Described by the generalized C-metric [9] [10] [11] , these are accelerating black hole spacetimes that have conical deficits along their polar axes [9] . The conical deficits can be thought of as being caused by a cosmic string running through the spacetime, pulling on the black hole at its north and south poles with unbalanced tensions and causing its acceleration. If the spacetime is asymptoti- * niloofar.abbasvandi@uwaterloo.ca † wasif.ahmed.bd@gmail.com ‡ wcong@uwaterloo.ca § dkubiznak@perimeterinstitute.ca ¶ rbmann@uwaterloo.ca cally AdS and the acceleration is sufficiently small, these spacetimes have only a single black hole horizon, and so it is possible to consider these systems in thermodynamic equilibrium. Numerous attempts at finding the corresponding thermodynamic variables, especially the black hole mass [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , were finally resolved in [17, 18] . The final expression for the mass is consistent among various known approaches (including the conformal method, the Euclidean action calculation, and the holographic stressenergy calculation), and satisfies the corresponding first law of black hole thermodynamics and the associated Smarr formula. In this paper we study the thermodynamic behaviour of accelerating and rotating black holes in AdS. Our investigation is motivated by a recent study of the phase transitions of charged and (slowly) accelerating black holes [19] , in which the surprising phenomenon of "snapping swallowtails" was discovered: the swallowtail indicating first order phase transitions snaps and disappears as one lowers the pressure below a critical transition pressure
where µ is the differential tension causing the black hole to accelerate and Q is its charge. This behaviour was attributed to the presence of a "point X" in the space of parameters characterizing the black hole solution. Solutions near this point have peculiar characteristics. In particular, their isoperimetric ratio [4] becomes unbounded, earning them the designation mini-entropic. The snapping swallowtail also heralds several new phenomena, namely (i) the emergence of a 'no black hole' region in the P − T plane, (ii) a termination of first order phase transitions and (iii) the phenomenon of zeroth order phase transition [20] , all happening at the single pressure at which the swallowtail snaps. In addition, a reentrant phase transition was also observed to take place for some values of the string tension. The characteristics of the 'snapping point' were further analyzed recently in [21] . In this paper we show that all of the above phenomena observed for the charged case remain present for the rotating case but with a number of subtle and interesting differences. Namely, unlike the charged case, 'point X' no longer belongs to the admissible parameter space and consequently slowly accelerating rotating uncharged mini-entropic black holes do not exist. Although the swallow tail still snaps at [21] 
where J is the angular momentum of the black hole, and
this happens for black holes outside of the slowly accelerating regime. Consequently, instead of one transition pressure P (J) t as in [19] , we now observe 3 important critical pressures: the pressure P nbh at which the 'no black hole' region appears, the pressure P 0 < P nbh where the zeroth order phase transition starts, and the pressure P f < P 0 at which zeroth and first order phase transitions co-terminate. In this sense the presence of rotation provides a "fine splitting" of the transition pressure P (J) t .
II. THERMODYNAMICS OF ROTATING, ACCELERATING BLACK HOLES
The accelerating and rotating black hole is described by the following generalized C-metric [9] [10] [11] :
where
The solution is parameterized by 5 parameters: the rotation parameter a, the mass parameter m, the cosmological length-scale l, the acceleration parameter A, and the (overall) conical deficit K. These are loosely related to 5 physical charges: the angular momentum J, the mass M , the cosmological pressure
and the north pole and south pole conical deficits, corresponding to the following string tensions:
The parameter α is not independent and simply normalizes the timelike Killing vector ∂ t [17, 18] . The angle coordinate φ has periodicity 2π. The conformal boundary of the spacetime is located at Ω = 0. We refer to [22] for further analysis of this metric, including the Penrose diagrams. For solutions with small acceleration A, the only horizons present in the spacetime are the black hole horizons. As the acceleration increases, additional horizons such as acceleration and cosmological horizons can develop. The former regime is known as the slowly accelerating regime. From the thermodynamic point of view this regime is especially interesting as the spacetime contains only one black hole and can be assigned a unique (black hole horizon) temperature. The associated thermodynamic variables are [17, 18] :
Here V is the thermodynamic volume, a conjugate quantity to the thermodynamic pressure [5] , and λ ± are the thermodynamic lengths, conjugates to the string tensions [13] . The above quantities satisfy both the generalized first law and the associated Smarr relation: [19] ) displays the analogous curves for the charged case with a fixed dimensionless charge parameterẽ = eA = 0.2. While in the charged case the point X lies at the intersection of three (red, blue, and green) boundary curves, rotation removes this degeneracy and we now observe two salient intersection points: X and Y .
Note that, due to their dimensionless character, the string tension terms do not modify the Smarr formula. As discussed above, the parameter K is a physical parameter-it corresponds to a choice of the distribution of the conical deficits (or cosmic strings in the physical picture). Perhaps the most physically intuitive is the situation where only one cosmic string is present and the black hole is suspended on it-without loss of generality we choose the north axis to be regular. This corresponds to setting K = K + , so that
For the charged case, the presence of the second string has only quantitative but not qualitative effects on the phase behaviour of the system [19] and that is why we choose (15) for the rotating case as well.
III. PARAMETER SPACE
Before turning to the phase transitions, we first probe the admissible parameter space for which slowly accelerating rotating black holes exist and compare it to the parameter space of the charged accelerating black holes analyzed in [19] .
As we have already fixed the parameter K by imposing (15), our family of black holes is characterized by the remaining 4 parameters {a, A, l, m}. To simplify the analysis let us introduce the dimensionless parameters
These are constrained by the requirements of (i) having the right metric signature, (ii) existence of black holes in the bulk, and (iii) the absence of acceleration and cosmological horizons (for the validity of equilibrium thermodynamics). These constraints dictate the admissible parameter space in the dimensionless (Ã,m,ã) plane. Two dimensional slices of this three-dimensional parameter space can easily be displayed; see Fig. 1 a for a choice ofã = 0.2; the full admissible parameter region would be a union overã of such slices.
The first of the above conditions requires g > 0, yielding the constraint
the boundaries of which yield the black curve in the left diagram in Fig. 1 . Second, for a black hole to exist within the boundaries of the spacetime, we require that the function f has at least two roots counted with multiplicity in the range r ∈ (0, 1/A). A double root corresponds to the presence of an extremal black hole. The condition for a double root and hence an extremal black hole is
and yields complicated equations forÃ =Ã(r + ,ã) and m =m(r + ,ã). These can be plotted parametrically, usingr + = r + /l as the parameter, and are displayed in the left diagram in Fig. 1 as a red curve. Solutions on this curve represent extremal black holes while those above this curve represent non-extremal bulk black holes. The last condition requires that there are no additional horizons in the bulk besides the black hole horizon. An additional horizon in the bulk first appears when f develops a root on the boundary (Ω = 0), which in terms of new coordinates
simply reads x = −y. We thus have to solve a condition for the existence of an extremal horizon on the boundary, which is f (x = −y) = 0 = f (x = −y). 2 This yields the following equations:
which again can be plotted parameterically, with y ∈ [−1, 1] now playing the role of a parameter. The result is displayed in the left diagram in Fig. 1 by the blue curve. The spacetimes with additional (acceleration and cosmological) horizons are to the right of this curve and are excluded by the slow acceleration condition. Putting everything together, it is now obvious that the parameter space of the rotating black holes (Fig. 1a) is qualitatively different from the parameter space of the charged black holes (Fig. 1b) . While in the charged case the point X lies at the intersection of three (red, blue, and green) boundary curves, rotation removes this degeneracy and we now observe two salient intersection points: X and Y . The point X, at the intersection of green and red curves, corresponds to P (J) t given by (2), or
It lies strictly outside the admissible region. This prevents the formation of mini-entropic black holes [19] , 2 Of course, this is the same as looking for a double root of f (r) in the range r ∈ (−1/A, 0) and r > 1/A, which corresponds to an extremal horizon in the bulk that 'goes all the way to the boundary'. which exist in the vicinity of the point X displayed in Fig.  1 , and whose thermodynamic volume grow unbounded whilst their entropies remain finite. The point Y , located at the intersection of blue and red curves, marks the emergence of the no black hole region and occurs at P nbh . At this pressure, the metric function develops two double roots-corresponding to the extremal black hole in the bulk and an extremal horizon at the boundary, giving
Equating these with (25) below yields
For small µ, this is very close to the transition pressure (2), as is clear from (21) . Note also that two important pressures P 0 and P f necessarily lie in between these two pressures; we shall discuss these in the next section.
An additional piece of information is encoded in how the µ, J , P = const. curves cut through the parameter space. Such curves correspond to the 'swallow-tail curves' of the free energy in the F − T diagrams. To display these, we use the following 3 equations:
which can be plotted parameterically overã. For illustration, the projections of the three important swallow tails at P nbh , P 0 ≈ P f , and P (J) t for J = 1 and µ = 0.24 are displayed in Fig. 2 . The fact that the latter two terminate at the slow acceleration boundary has far reaching consequences for the phase transitions studied in the next section.
IV. PHASE TRANSITIONS
In this section we study the thermodynamic behaviour and possible phase transitions of our family of rotating accelerating black holes. We show that, although similar in many aspects, the behaviour is richer than in the charged case [19] . Perhaps most intriguing is the phenomenon of 'fine splitting' of the transition pressure discussed below.
As always, the thermodynamic equilibrium corresponds to the global minimum of the free energy
In our considerations we set J = 1 and plot the corresponding P −T phase diagrams for various string tensions µ, see Figs. 3 and 4.
A. Fine Splitting of Transition Pressures
For small tensions, the phase diagram is qualitatively similar to that of the charged accelerating black hole, compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 7a in [19] . Namely, we observe a first order phase transition (displayed by the blue curve), which terminates at a critical point at P = P c on one end and at a termination point at P = P f on the other end. (Whereas the critical point at P c is a standard feature of many black holes, the existence of the termination For small tensions, the P −T phase diagram is similar to the charged case, with termination of the first order coexistence line (blue), the presence of a zeroth order transition line (red) and a 'no black hole' (NBH) region delimited by the black lines. The first order transition separates small black hole (SBH) and large black hole (LBH) solutions. The inset shows an enlarged view near P = P f , where the first order phase transition terminates. At this µ, we have P0 ≈ P f ≈ P nbh ≈ 0.001194. point seems unique for accelerating black holes.) From this termination point a zeroth-order phase transition coexistence line (displayed by the red curve) emerges and eventually ends at P = P 0 on the boundary (black curve) of the no black hole region, which appears at P = P nbh .
In the charged case these pressures are in fact exactly equal, given by the transition pressure P (Q) t , (1). However, in the rotating case this is only true approximately and the situation is in fact much more subtle. Namely, these pressures order as follows:
and though they seem indistinguishable in Fig. 3 , the distinction is 'more apparent' for bigger string tensions µ, as shown in Fig. 4 and its inset. The origin of this fine splitting can be traced to the qualitatively different parameter space in the rotating case, and in particular to the different behaviour of the slow acceleration bound. In the charged case, such a bound does not play any role in equilibrium thermodynamics: it is completely absent for P > P (Q) t , and below P (Q) t it only removes small unstable black holes in the upper branch of the free energy that do not correspond to the global minimum. In the rotating case, however, this bound can occur in the stable branch and thus affects the thermodynamic behaviour, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
The appearance of a no black hole region, at P nbh , Comparing with the µ = 0.1 case, the first order phase transition and zeroth order phase transition curves shrank considerably. However, the inset shows that the zeroth order transition line has a non-trivial negative gradient, and the gradient of the first order phase transition went from positive to negative. For this tension we have P nbh ≈ 0.007165, P0 ≈ 0.00637981, P f ≈ 0.00637184, and P (J) t ≈ 0.006215, all apparently distinct. corresponds to the pressure at which the last slowly accelerating black hole (displayed by a red dot in Fig. 5 ) coincides with an extremal black hole on the lower branch of the swallowtail. As pressure decreases, the last slowly accelerating black hole 'moves to the right', eliminating a branch of black holes to the left (denoted by the dashed curve) that no longer obey the slow acceleration condition. As a consequence, the no black hole region continuously grows larger, until a zeroth order phase transition appears at P 0 , where the black hole at the red dot has the same temperature as the upper cusp of the swallow tail. For a slightly smaller pressure, there develops a small range of temperatures for which the lower branch is already removed but there is a corresponding new branch of black holes (on the lower left branch of the upper left cusp in Fig. 5 ) that become stable, and we observe a zeroth-order phase transition. This situation holds until the pressure P f is reached for which the red dot black hole moves all the way to the intersection of the swallow tail, at which point both the zeroth-order and the first order phase transitions simultaneously disappear. For even smaller pressures, the red dot black hole keeps moving further right and no longer occurs in the stable branch. This behaviour finally terminates at the transition pressure P (J) t for which the swallow tail snaps and completely disappears, as in the case of a charged black hole [19] . The F − T diagram shows a swallowtail at a pressure P f < P < P0. The 'last' slowly accelerating black hole is highlighted by a red dot -the part of the lower temperature branch of black holes (that develop extra horizons) denoted by a dashed curve is removed. This is the origin of the temperature driven reentrant phase transition as well as of the no black hole region. At any temperature, the solution with the lowest free energy is thermodynamically preferred. Starting from high temperatures, these are solutions lying on the large black hole branch of the swallowtail. As the temperature decreases, we move up the swallowtail, with the black hole radii decreasing continuously in the process. At T = T1, a first order phase transition occurs as the thermodynamically favoured state moves from the large black hole branch to the small black hole branch, with a discontinuity in the black hole radius. As the temperature decreases further to T0, a zeroth order phase transition occurs, when the small black hole transits into an intermediate black hole with a jump in the free-energy. At this pressure, the no black hole region starts at T = Tn, the temperature of the upper cusp.
In other words, in the rotating case the interesting phase behaviour happens above the pressure for which the the actual snapping occurs. This is a consequence of the existence of solutions on the small black hole branch of the swallowtail that develop acceleration horizons and thus do not lie in the admissible parameter space; the corresponding analysis is depicted in Fig. 2 .
B. Reentrant phase transitions
The fact that P 0 > P f results in a non-trivial negative slope of the zeroth-order coexistence line. As a consequence there will be a temperature driven reentrant phase transition for P 0 > P > P f . For any fixed P in this range, there is a large to small to large black hole phase transition as the temperature monotonically increases, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6 . This behaviour can be seen from a different perspective in The inset dislays the temperature driven LBH/SBH/LBH phase transition, innate to the rotating case, that happens in the tiny range of pressure P ∈ (P f , P0), as we move from the initial point I to the final point F in the inset. stable solution is on the lowest branch of the swallowtail, corresponding to a large black hole. As the temperature decreases the solution moves up and to the left of the swallowtail with the black hole radius decreasing continuously. At T = T f a first order phase transition occurs as the thermodynamically favoured state moves from the large black hole branch to the small black hole branch at the lower left, with a discontinuity in the black hole radius. As T decreases further, once T = T 0 a zeroth order phase transition occurs, when the small black hole transits into an intermediate (large) black hole with a jump in the free-energy. The corresponding branch finally disappears at T = T n , which marks the onset of the no black hole region -as no (slowly accelerating) black holes exist below T n .
As tension increases, the slope of the first order coexistence line becomes negative in a certain range of temperatures and we can observe a presence of another, this time pressure driven, reentrant phase transition. Particularly interesting is a tiny range of tensions around µ ≈ 0.19 for which the first order phase transition coexistence line becomes double valued (its gradient changes from positive to negative as the pressure decreases) and for a fixed pressure can be 'crossed twice', as shown in main part of Fig. 6 .
3 This results in a complicated reentrant SBH/LBH/SBH/LBH phase transition as the pressure monotonically decreases from I to F , crossing the first order coexistence line twice and zeroth-order coexistence line once. Let us stress that whereas the similar pressure driven reentrant phase transition has been already observed for the charged case [19] , the temperature driven reentrant phase transition described above is new.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have discovered that the thermodynamic behaviour of rotating accelerating black holes has subtle but significant distinctions as compared to the their charged counterparts. The key distinction between them is that the coexistence line in a P − T plot separating small black holes from large ones and the NBH region induces a 'fine splitting' of transition pressures. Namely, we observe a sequence of pressures P nbh > P 0 > P f in which the minimum pressure possible for a small black hole as T → 0 is larger than the pressure P 0 at the onset of a zeroth order phase transition, which is larger still than the pressure P f at which the zeroth and first order phase transitions merge. Although the swallow tail still snaps at P (J) t < P f , this does not affect the global minimum of the free energy and thence has no effect on the equilibrium thermodynamics. This is in contrast to the charged case, for which P nbh = P 0 = P f = P (J) t , and which in turn leads to the existence of mini-entropic black holes [19] . The splitting is fine in that P nbh ≈ P 0 ≈ P f ≈ P (J) t , with the correction of the order of µ 2 , c.f. Eqs. (21) and (23) . Likewise, the lifting of this pressure degeneracy means that mini-entropic black holes do not exist in the rotating case.
Furthermore, this splitting has an interesting physical consequence in that it admits two kinds of reentrant phase transitions, one at fixed T where the pressure monotonically decreases and one at fixed P in the range P 0 > P > P f where the temperature monotonically increases. Both these types of phase transitions (although qualitatively different from our case) are also present for black holes with triple points [23] .
It is clear that accelerating black holes contain interesting but often subtle new thermodynamic phenomena, and there are still things to be learned. While a full study including both charge and rotation remains to be carried out, of particular interest would be to go beyond the slow-acceleration regime. This would involve the presence of two horizons, with all the associated difficulties this scenario entails [24] . However it might be possible to circumvent these problems by either by placing the system in a cavity [25, 26] or by adjusting parameters to recover thermodynamic equilibrium [27] , approaches that have proved to be successful for asymptotically de Sitter black holes.
